It is well known that for n z 1 or 3 (mod 6), n > 7, it is possible to partition all triples of order n into n-2 pairwise disjoint optimal packings (Steiner triple systems). For n = 0 or 2 (mod 6), n > 7, it is possible to partition all triples of order n into n -1 pairwise disjoint optimal packings. We prove that for n = 4 (mod 6) it is possible to partition all triples of order n into n-1 pairwise disjoint optimal packings and one packing of size (n -1)/3. For n = 5 (mod 6) we show that it is possible to partition all triples of order n into n -2 pairwise disjoint optimal packings, which is the maximum possible number of pairwise disjoint optimal packing of order n. The remaining triples are partitioned into two packings for which the first is at least of size n -2 and the second is at most of size (n -2)/3. We also give recursive and non-recursive constructions of partitions for triples of order n = 5 (mod 6) with n-1 pairwise disjoint packings and recursive constructions for optimal partitions for triples of order n = 5 (mod 6). 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Partitions of triples into disjoint packings are important in the design of constant weight codes with minimum Hamming distance 4 [l, 73. A packing triple system (PT) of order n, (PT(n)) is a pair (Q, q), where Q = (0, 1, . . . . n -1 } is a set of n points and q is a collection of three-element subsets of Q called blocks such that every two-element subset of Q is a subset of at most one block of q (in other words, every pair is covered by at most one block). A PT is optimal if there is no PT of the same order with a larger size.
Spencer [ 11) proved that optimal PT(n) has Ln/SL(n -1)/2 J] triples for n f 5 (mod 6) and Ln/3L(n -1)/2 J] -1 triples for n E 5 (mod 6).
A Steiner triple system (STS) of order n (ST(n)) is a (PT(n)) such that every two-element subset of Q is a subset of exactly one block of q. It is well known that an ST(n) exists if and only if n = 1 or 3 (mod 6). It is clear that ST(n) is an optimal PT. Two PTs (Q, qi) and (Q, q2) are disjoint if q, n q2 = 0. It is known that for n = 1 or 3 (mod 6), n 2 9, there exists a set of n -2 pairwise disjoint STSs [S, 6, 123 . This set is called a large set. By taking from each ST(n) the blocks which do not contain the last point, we obtain a set of n -2 disjoint optimal PTs of order n -1. Thus, the problem is solved for il= 0, 1, 2, or 3 (mod 6) n 3 8. In a previous paper [3] we obtain some results on partitions for triples of order n E 4 or 5 (mod 6). The two main results were as follows. We proved the existence of optimal partitions for every order n = 4 or 16 (mod 18). These partitions have n -1 optimal PTs and one PT of size (n -1)/3. It was also proved that for n E 5 or 17 (mod 18), n > 5, there exists a partition of order n with n -2 optimal PTs, which is the maximum possible number of disjoint optimal PTs. The remaining triples can be partitioned into two PTs, for which the first is at least of size n -2 and the second is at most of size (n -2)/3.
In this paper we continue handle the cases n E 4 or 5 (mod 6). The key idea is the existence of a special set with 3k PTs of order 3k, k odd, called a base set. We believe this set, which is defined in Section 2, exists for all odd k, but we were able to prove its existence only for k = 1 or 3 (mod 6) and for some values of k = 5 (mod 6). In Section 2 we present three constructions for base sets. In Section 3 we present optimal partitions of orders n E 10 (mod 18) and thus complete the proof of the existence of optimal partitions for all orders n E 4 (mod 6) with n -1 optimal PTs and one PT of size (n -1)/3. In Section 4 we present partitions of orders n = 11 (mod 18) with n -2 optimal PTs, one PT at least of size n -2, and one PT at most of size (n -2)/3. Thus completing the proof of the existence of such partitions for all n G 5 (mod 6), n > 5. In Section 5 we examine the recursive constructions of Section 4 and a previous construction from [3] to prove the existence of partitions of orders n = 5 (mod 6) with n -1 PTs. We also prove that if there exists a partition of order n = 5 (mod 6) with n -1 PTs, for which the first n -2 are optimal then our results make it possible to find more partitions of this form. In Section 6 we give a nonrecursive construction of partitions of order n = 5 (mod 6), with n -1 PTs.
CONSTRUCTIONS OF BASE SETS
In this section we prove that base sets, of orders n = 3k, exist for all k z 1 or 3 (mod 6) and for some kr 5 (mod 6). But, first we define another design which has some similarity to a base set and is used in constructions of partition for triples [3, 5, 8, 10, 131. Let ST(q + 2) be any STS of order q + 2. It is clear that we can order the elements Z, in cyclic sequences a,, a i , . . . . a, _ i such that a, # a, for i # j, andforeachi,O<idr-1, {ai,ai+i,q)EST(q+2)or {ai,Ui+l,q+l)E ST(q + 2), where subscripts taken modulo r. Note, that each element of 2, appears in exactly one sequence. Let index(j, m, ST(q + 2)) = 1 ifj = ai and m=ui+l in 'some cyclic sequence, and index(j, m, ST(q + 2)) = 0 for all other ordered pairs.
Property A. A set of q pairwise disjoint STSs, ST,(q + 2), 0 6 i Q q -1, has this property if for j# m, 0 <j, m < q -1, index(j, m, ST,(q + 2)) = 1, for some d, 0 6 d 6 q -1, then for each s # d, index(j, m, ST,(q + 2)) = 0.
Let D(A) denote the set of orders for which a set of q SQSs of order q + 2, with Property A exists. The set of n -2 pairwise disjoint STSs of order n constructed by Schreiber [8] and Wilson [13] has property A. Hence, we have the following result. The condition of Lemma 1 is satisfied for all primes of the form 8t -1 and "roughly" i of those of the form 8t + I [9] . Lu [S] found that also 19, 21 ED(A), and Schreiber [lo] found that 15eD(A) by using the 13 pairwise disjoint STSs of Denniston [2] . We also have the following result. Ifu+2eD(A) and b+2ED(A) then ub+2~D(A).
As said in the Introduction the key to most of the constructions in this paper is a set of 3r PTs of order 3r which covers all the triples. Let Q,, ie Z,, Jo Z,, be a set of 3r PTs of order 3r on the points Z, x Z,. This set is called a base set if it has the following properties:
(1) Each set has 3r(r -1)/2 + 1 triples. (2) The union of all the PTs is the set of all triples of order 3r. We now prove the existence of a base set for every r = 1 or 3 (mod 6), and for every r = qk, q + 2 E D(A) and k = 1 (mod 6). First, we present a base set of order 9. Let Using a base set of order 3', r > 1, and the base set of order nine, one can construct a base set of order 3'+ ', using a special case of Construction C which follows. A base set of order 3', r > 1 is enough to prove the results of Sections 3 and 4. But, we will use a general construction for base sets by using STSs constructed by Lindner and Rosa [4] . This will enable us to obtain some general results given in Section 5. For this construction we need the following definitions. Two STSs, (Q, q,) and (Q, q2), are said to be almost disjoint if q1 and q2 have exactly one triple in common. A large set of mutually almost disjoint (MAD) STSs of order n, is a set of STSs of order n, such that each two are almost disjoint, and the union of all the STSs is the set of all triples of order n. A Steiner quadruple system (SQS) of order n, is a pair (Q, q), where Q = (0, 1, . . . . n -1 } is a set of n points and q is a collection of four-element subsets of Q, such that every threeelement subset of Q is a subset of exactly one quadruple of q. SQS of order n exists if and only if n -2 or 4 (mod 6). If (Q, q) is a SQS and x is any element of Q, then the set of all triples {a, b, c} such that {x, a, 6 , c} E q is an STS denoted by q(x). Let Ti, 0 < i < n -2, be the STS obtained from q(i) by replacing n -1 with i. Lindner and Rosa proved that the set of T,'s is a large set of MAD STSs. The following property of this large set of MAD STSs is easy to verify and is used for the construction of our base sets.
(ii) {i,j,Z}~T~nT,ifandonlyif{i,j,1}~T1. Now, we give three constructions for base sets.
Construction A. Let k=n-1~ 1 or 3 (mod 6), and let {Ti), 0 d i < k -1, be the set of k MAD STSs defined by Lindner and Rosa. Let I;o=({1,2}},F,={(0,2)},andF~={{0,1}}.LetQ,,O~i,j~2,bethe base set of order nine on the points Z, x Z3. For each {i, a, b} E Ti we define two functions h and g, such that {h(i), h(a), h(b)} = (0, 1,2}, h(l) < h(m) iff I< m. Also we have g(i, a, b) = 0 if i < a and i < b, g( i, a, 6) = 2 if i > a and i > b, and g( i, a, 6) = 1 otherwise. From these sets we construct a base set of order 3k with the PTs S,, in Z,, je Z3, on the points Zk x Z,.
Each set S, has the following blocks:
x,y~-G.
64.1)
There are 9(k(k-1)/6-(k -1)/2) blocks of this type.
Hi xl> (a> Y), (4 41,
There are 9(k -1)/2 blocks of these two types. The last block is { (6 O), (6 11, (6 2)).
(A.4) THEOREM 1. Construction A defines a base set of order 3k, k EE 1 or 3 (mod 6).
Proof To show that Construction A generates a base set of order 3k, we have to show that the set {S,} has properties (1) through (8) which define a base set. Property (1) holds since each set S, is a PT and has
Now, note that by the definition of h, g, and Lemma 3, the triples of types (A.2), (A.3), and (A.4), define the base set of order nine on the points {i, j, Z} x Z, for {i, j, Z} E ri n Tj n T,. We call this property the sub-base set property.
By the definition of type (A.4), SiO, Sir, and Si, have the triple {(i, OL (6 11, (t 2)) and, since Qgci,a,6J, is a PT in the base set of order nine, all the pairs which include an element from { (g(i, a, b), 0), (g(i, a, b), 1 ), (g(i, a, b), 2)) are covered in Q,. The same is true for the elements from {(i, 01, cc 11, (i, 2)) in S, by this fact, the sub-base set property, and the fact that for each a E Z,, a # i, the pair {i, a}, is covered by (i, a, b} E Ti. Except for triples of type (A.4) we claim that the intersection between two PTs is empty. To see this, note that two PTs can only intersect in blocks of the same type. The disjointness of blocks of type (A.l) follows from the fact that Tin Tj is one block {a, b, c} and {i, j} c {a, b, c}. The disjointness of the blocks of types (A.2) and (A.3) follows from the sub-base set property.
We now set index((a, x), ( Q.E.D.
Construction B. Let STi(q + 2), in Z,, be a large set of ST!% on the points Z,+z, having Property A. We arrange this set in a way that {i,q,q+l}EST,(q+2).
Let J'0=({1,2}}, F,={{O,2}}, and Fz= ((0, I>>. F rom these sets we generate a base set of order 3q, with the PTs S,, iEZq, jEZ3, on the points Z,xZ,.
Each set S,, has the blocks: We now set index((u, t), (b, t+j), S,)= 1, teZ3, iff {a, b, q) ESTi(q+2). We also set index((u, t), (b, t +j), S,) = 2, t E Z,, iff {a, b, q + l} E ST,(q+2).
Properties (5) through (8) of the function index follow from Property A and the definition of the blocks of type (B.2). Finally, a simple counting argument shows that each triple of Z, x Z, is covered by at least one PT.
Q.E.D.
Construction C. Let F = {F,,, F, , . . . . Fkk-r } be a near-one factorization of Kk, such that in Fi vertex i is isolated. Let Qu, i E Z,, I E Z3, be a base set of order 3q on the points Z, x Z,. Let RjI, je Z,, I E Z,, be a base set of order 3k on the points Zk x Z,. From these sets we generate a base set of order 3qk with the PTs Sij,, i E Z,, jE Z,, 1 E Z,, on the points Z, x Z, x Z, (it can be mapped into a base set on the points Z,, x Z,).
Each set S,, i E Z,, j E Z,, I E Z,, has the blocks:
There are (3q(q -1)/2)k* blocks of this type. There are (3q-3)(:) blocks of this type. THEOREM 3. Construction C defines a base set of order 3qk, where q and k are odd, and there exist base sets of orders 3q and 3k, respectively.
Proof. To show that Construction C generates a base set of order 3qk, we have to show that the set {S,,} has properties (1) through (8) which define a base set. Property (1) holds since each set S, is a PT and has (3q(q-1)/2)k2+3k(k-1)/2+ 1+(39-3)(i) = 3qk(qk-1)/2+ 1 blocks. Since RjI, je Z,, 1 E Z,, is a base set of order 3k it follows by the definition of type (C.2) that Siio, S,, , and S,-, have the triple ((i, j, 0), (i, j, 1 ), (i, j, 2)) and since each pair {(i, a), (m, b)}, rn~ Z,, m # i, a, bE Z,, is covered in Qi,, and each pair with element from ((j, 0), (j, 1 ), (j, 2)) is covered in R,,, then by the definition of the blocks of types (C.l) and (C.2) it follows that all the pairs which include an element from {(i, j, 0), (i,j, 11, t&j, 2)) are covered in S,.
Except for triples of type (C.2) we claim that the intersection between two PTs is empty. To see this, note that two PTs can only intersect in blocks of the same type. The disjointness of the blocks of type (C.l) follows from the almost disjointness of Q,, Q,,, and Qi3 and the disjointness of Qi, and Q,, for i # r. The disjointness of the other blocks of type (C.2) follows from the fact that R,, ic Z,, 1 E Z,, is a base set of order 3k. The disjointness of blocks of type (C. Finally, a simple counting argument shows that each triple of Z, x Z, x Z, is covered by at least one PT.
From Theorems 1 through 3 we infer THEOREM 4. There exists a base set of order 3qk, where q + 2 E D(A) and k s 1 (mod 6).
PARTITIONS OF ORDERS nr4 (mod6)
In this section we prove the existence of optimal partitions for all orders n = 4 (mod 6). An optimal partition has n -1 optimal PTs and one PT of size (n -1)/3. Construction D. Let Q,, i E Z,, jE Z3, be the PTs of a base set of order 3r on the points Z, x Z,. From this base set we can generate an optimal partition of order 3r + 1, with the 3r + 1 PTs S,, i E Z,, j E Z,, and S,.,, on the points Z, x Z, u {A}.
Define S, by Sv= Q,-{(i, 01, (6 I), (i, 2)) u {{x, y, A u{{(i,j),(i,j+l),A}}.
}: index(x, y, Q,) = 1
It is easy to verify that each pair appears at most once as a subset of a triple from S, and therefore S, is a PT. Each set S, has 3r(r-1)+3r-3 3r2 -1 2 T+l=---2 blocks and hence it is an optimal PT. S, has the k blocks of the form ((i, 0), (i, l), (i, 2)}, iEZ,. It is not difficult to see that the 3r + 1 PTs are pairwise disjoint and together include all the triples from the set Z, x Z, u {A}. Hence, by using Theorem 1 we have the following theorem. THEOREM 5. For n= 3r + 1, r E 1 or 3 (mod 6) there exists a partition for triples with n pairwise disjoint PTs of order n, for which the first n -1 are optimal.
Etzion [3] proved the existence of optimal partitions of orders 3k + 1, k = 1 or 5 (mod 6). Hence, by using Theorem 5 we have THEOREM 6. For n = 4 (mod 6), there exists a partition with n pairwise disjoint PTs of order n, for which the first n -1 are optimal.
PARTITIONS OF ORDERS n= 3rk+2, k ODD
The main result of this section is that for every n = 5 (mod 6) there exists a partition with n -2 pairwise disjoint optimal PTs, which is the maximum possible number of pairwise disjoint optimal PTs for these orders. Construction E. Let F= (F,, I ;,, . . . . Fk-1 } be a near-one-factorization of Kk, such that in Fi vertex i is isolated. Let Qil, i E Z,, 1~ Z,, be a base set of order 3r on the points Z,x Z,. Let R,, iEZk, IeZ,, R,, and R,, be a partition of order 3k + 2, on the points Zk x Z, u {A, B}, for which the first 3k PTs are optimal. Each of these 3k PTs has size (3k2 + 3k -2)/2. There are (3r -3)k blocks of this type.
It is easy to verify that each set S,,, i E Z,, j E Zk, I E Z, , is a PT and has
blocks. Hence, each PT is optimal. Note, that, since not all the pairs can be covered by R, u Rs, we can assume that {j, A, B} $ R, u R,, jE Z,. The set, S,, XE (A, B), has the blocks: If R, has n, blocks and R, has n, blocks, then S, and S, have I en, and r. n, blocks, respectively. Similarly to the proofs of Theorems 1 through 3 it can be verified that the 3rk+ 2 PTs are pairwise disjoint and together include all the triples from the set Z,x Z,x Z,u {A, B}. For n= 3k-t 2, kr 1 or 5 (mod 6), k > 1, it was proved [3] that there exists a partition of order n with n -2 pairwise disjoint optimal PTs of order iz, and two PTs for which the first is at least of size n -2. Hence, we have the following theorem. THEOREM 7. For n = 3k + 2, k > 1 odd, there exists a partition for triples with n -2 pairwise disjoint optimal PTs of order n, and two PTs for which the first is at least of size n -2.
OPTIMAL PARTITIONS OF ORDER n=5 (mod6)
The question whether a partition of order n = 5 (mod 6) with n -1 PTs for which the first n -2 are optimal remains open. We believe they exist for every n > 11 and we will refer to them as optimal partitions of order n -5 (mod 6). An easier problem is the existence of partitions of order n = 5 (mod 6) with n -1 PTs. Brouwer et al. [ 1 ] proved that a partition of order 11 with 10 PTs exists. In [3] we proved the following result. THEOREM 8. Let n = 3 (mod 6).
(1) If there exists an optimal partition of order n + 2 then there exists an optimal partition of order qn + 2, q + 2 E D(A).
(2) Zf there exists a partition of order n + 2 with n + 1 PTs then there exists a partition of order qn + 2, q + 2 E D(A), with qn + 1 PTs. Construction E will work if, instead of the 3k optimal PTs of order 3k + 2, R,, and R,, we take a partition of order 3k + 2 with 3k + 1 PTs, R,, i E Z,, ie Z,, and R,. We can make sure that the pair (A, B) is not covered by the triples of R,, since any PT of order 3k + 2 has at least four uncovered pairs [ 111. Using Construction E and Theorems 1 through 4, we can extend Theorem 8 as follows.
In [3] we obtained a partition of order 11 with nine optimal PTs, one PT of size 10 and one PT of size 2. For order 17 we obtained a partition with 15 optimal PTs, one PT of size 17 and one PT of size 3. These two partitions are given in the Appendix. Hence, by using Construction E, we have the following theorem. THEOREM 10. Let k be an integer such that k -1 or 3 (mod 6) or k = qr, q+2ED(A) andr=l (mod6). Then (1) there exists a partition of order 9k + 2 with 9k optimal PTs, one PT of size lOk, and one PT of size 2k;
(2) there exists a partition of order 15k + 2 with 15k optimal PTs, one PT of size 17k, and one PT of size 3k. 6 . PARTITIONS OF ORDER n = 5 (mod6) WITH n-1 PTs
In Section 5 we gave some theorems for the recursive constructions of partitions of orders n = 5 (mod 6) with n -1 PTs. In this section we give a non-recursive construction for partitions of orders n = 5 (mod 6) with n -1 PTs. For this construction we need a special partition for triples of order k -5 (mod 6) into k pairwise disjoint PTs. For k -1 or 5 (mod 6) we say that kED(B) if there exist k PTs Qi(k), iE Zk, on the points Z, such that the following properties hold:
(1) Each set has (k -1 )(k -2)/6 triples. it follows that construction F generates a partition of order 2k + 1. Q.E.D.
CONCLUSION
We proved that optimal partitions for triples of orders n = 4 (mod 6) exist for every n. We proved that partitions for triples of orders n = 5 (mod 6) with n -2 optimal PTs, which is the maximum possible number of pairwise disjoint optimal PTs that exist for every n. We proved that the existence of one optimal partition of order n = 5 (mod 6) implies the existence of many other optimal partitions. We gave constructions of partitions for orders n E 5 (mod 6) with n -1 PTs. There are still a few important open questions in this context. We give the main ones in the form of the following two conjectures:
The Weak Conjecture. For every n = 5 (mod 6), n > 5, there exists a partition for triples of order n with n -1 PTs.
The Strong Conjecture. For every n -5 (mod 6), n > 5, there exists a partition for triples of order n with n -1 PTs, for which the first n -2 PTs are optimal.
APPENDIX
This appendix gives the partitions of triples into disjoint packings. The notation is as in Brouwer et al. [l] . We ordered all the triples in lexicographic order and the disjoint packings are numbered by 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, and so on. Then we list the triples in lexicographic order giving the number of packing to whom they belong for n = 11 and n = 17, respectively. 2619473214B678423285986785A5234319674B9A8895616934543217A345 37186991A6727914565143283514566A9829371124A78A87125676825439 198A235617754193A74822365A8949582367872936541
